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OVERVIEW

The problem: 

Extreme heat is uncomfortable for all of us, but older persons are among the 
most susceptible to heat-related illness and deaths. With age we lose some 
of our ability to adapt to the heat. In addition, certain medications interfere 
with the body’s ability to handle heat, and some older people have mobility 
limitations that may prevent them from getting relief during high heat. Extreme 
heat kills more Americans each year than hurricanes, lightning, tornadoes and 
floods combined, according to the Centers for Disease Control (CDC). 

The solution: 

You can help prevent heat-related illnesses and deaths by checking on 
people in your community during periods of extreme heat and, if needed, offering to drive them to an air-
conditioned location. Every heat-related illness and death is preventable! Air-conditioning is the number one 
protective factor against heat-related illness and death, according to the CDC.

Time commitment

From 10 to 20 minutes to make a round of phone calls on hot days to a few hours or more to visit the people 
on your list and ensure they have what they need — and potentially transport them to a safer environment — 
to survive the heat wave.

Special considerations

You need to have the means (or access to the means) to personally check on people and potentially 
transport them during a heat wave.

Who can do this?

Everyone 

Great reasons to do this project

•	 	Help	reduce	and	prevent	heat-related	illnesses	and	deaths.
•	 Let	the	people	on	your	list	know	that	somebody	is	looking	out	for	them.
•	 Strengthen	community	bonds:	Even	when	people	don’t	need	help,	they	will	still	appreciate	 
 a call or visit and a chance to chat. 
•	 Learn	how	to	protect	yourself	and	your	loved	ones	during	periods	of	excessive	heat.	

✓
Fans can do more harm      
than good in very hot  
temperatures by simply 
recirculating hot air and 
creating a “convection 
oven” effect. Fans can help 
at certain times, but when 
temperatures are in the 
high 90s, do not rely on 
fans alone to provide relief.
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The Basic Steps

Step 1: ChooSe PeoPle To CheCk on  
 and GeT Their ok 

Start with one to three people — neighbors or others in your community who 
you think might be especially susceptible during extreme heat. Likely candidates 
include people who are aged or aging, live alone and have a chronic illness 
and/or reduced mobility. 

Be	realistic:	If	you	have	a	long	commute	to	get	to	people	on	your	list	or	tend	to	have	busy	days	or,	for	
example, you are already caring for someone in your own home, you may not have the time to physically 
check	on	more	than	one	or	two	others	during	a	heat	emergency.	Remember:	Once	people	accept	your	offer	
to check on them, they will be relying on you to follow through. So be careful not to over-promise your time. 

Make an initial call (or email) to each of the people on your list and explain your offer to help. If they aren’t 
interested, be polite and move on. You should make sure they understand that, during periods of extreme 
heat, you will stop by if you cannot reach them by phone or email.

Step 2: WriTe a liST of ProCedureS and Plan a rouTe

The list will be largely the same for each person but may contain some action 
items that are specific to an individual — for example, if someone is on 
supplemental oxygen at home and uses an electric oxygen-delivery machine, 
your list will include bringing the equipment when you move that person and 
ensuring that he/she can plug the equipment in at the destination. 

Keep these lists in a notebook or binder in an easy-to-remember location  
in your house.

For a sample list, see the Resources section below.

Heat-related illnesses rise 
during periods of stagnant 
atmospheric conditions and 
poor air quality, according 
to FEMA. Thus, people in 
urban areas may be at 
greater risk from the effects 
of a prolonged heat wave 
than those in rural areas. 

✓

For each person, include  
all possible modes of 
contact (landline phone, 
cell phone, email) and 
contact information for one 
or more of their loved ones 
in the event the person has 
a health emergency or in 
case you cannot get to 
them, for whatever reason. 

✓
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Also, get a local map — you can print one from an internet map provider, like MapQuest or Google Maps — 
and mark the locations of the people on your list. Then highlight a route you can follow from your home to 
check on those people.   

Step 3: knoW When To Call

There is no set temperature or heat index trigger to dictate when you should check 
in on people on your list. This is partly because climate and average temperatures 
vary so greatly across the U.S., and what may qualify as “hot” in one area may be 
just another summer day elsewhere. A good rule of thumb is to check on people 
whenever a heat advisory or heat warning is issued in your area and/or when the weather in your area would be 
described by locals as oppressively hot. Or if temperatures are high — say, heat indices over 90° Fahrenheit — and 
your area is experiencing power outages, which could leave vulnerable seniors with no air conditioning and no way 
to call for help. 

Step 4: ViSiTinG The PeoPle on Your liST 
After you’ve made your calls and determined who you need to visit, check 
your lists (to ensure you have everything you need), grab your route map and 
head out. Before leaving make sure you have your well-charged cell phone, 
your binder of people to check on and your wallet, for example, in case you 
need to send someone in a cab to an air-conditioned building while you head 
to check on the next person on your list. 

Step 5: durinG Your ViSiT 

As soon as you arrive at someone’s home, check him or her for signs of heat-related illness. If someone 
appears to be in need of immediate medical attention, call 911 or take them to the nearest emergency room. 
Early stages of heat-related illness can be treated with fluids, cooling the body (for example, with a cool 
shower) and transferring the person to a cool environment. But if you have any doubt about your ability to 
address these early stages, contact a medical professional.

For	a	list	of	heat-related	illness	signs	and	how	to	relieve	symptoms,	visit:	www.fema.gov/hazard/heat/heat_aid.shtm.

Asphalt and concrete 
store heat longer and 
gradually release heat 
at night, which can  
produce higher nighttime 
temperatures known as the 
“urban heat island effect.”

✓

If someone’s doctor generally 
limits the amount of fluid the 
person drinks or he/she is on 
water pills, he/she will need 
to ask their doctor how much 
to drink during high heat.

✓

http:// www.fema.gov/hazard/heat/heat_aid.shtm
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Electric fans may not prevent heat-related illness 

According to the Center for Disease Control, electric fans may provide comfort, but when the temperature  
is in the high 90s, fans will not prevent heat-related illness. Taking a cool shower or bath or moving to an  
air-conditioned place is a much better way to cool off. Air conditioning is the strongest protective factor 
against heat-related illness. Exposure to air conditioning for even a few hours a day will reduce the risk for 
heat-related illness. Consider visiting a shopping mall or public library for a few hours. 

If people on your list do not have air conditioning and are low-income, they can check with their electric 
utility to see if the company has a program to provide AC. Many electric companies around the U.S. will 
provide window units. Also most municipalities have assistance programs to help people pay utility bills. 
Many seniors opt against using AC — even if they have it — due to fears of facing high electric bills. 
Helping them to check out this option with the utility company would be a terrific service.

Ask about medications

Some medications interfere with people’s ability to dissipate heat. Ask each person on your list to ask his 
or her doctor about this. You can also check medication labels when you visit, but don’t rely on this, as full 
information about drug safety is not always included on every medication container. 

If someone refuses help

People may tell you that they’re fine or that they will be okay, despite evidence to the contrary. For some it 
is a simple matter of not wanting to leave their comfort zone — i.e., the home they know so well. While you 
cannot force anyone to leave their home with you, you can try to persuade them that getting into a cool 
environment will make them far more comfortable.  

See the Tip Sheet under Resources for advice on handling people who act against their own self-interest 
during a heat emergency. 

Step 6: folloW uP
Regardless of how or where people were when you left the visit, follow up with each of them around early 
evening (unless you agreed to follow up sooner) and make sure everyone is all right. If the heat is expected  
to persist, let them know you’ll check on them again the next day. 
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 Step 7: inSPire oTherS on CREATETHEGOOD.ORG! 

TELL US WHAT YOU DID!

We want to hear stories about how you helped give back to your community.  
www.CreateTheGood.org/stories You just might inspire others to do the same.

SHARE FEEDBACK

We are always looking for feedback on our materials, so please let us know how this guide was helpful 
or what additional information you wish we could have included. Share lessons learned and other tips for 
others who want to help seniors during heat waves at www.aarp.org/CreateTheGoodgroup.

KEEP UP THE GOOD!

Remember:	Whether	you’ve	got	five	minutes,	five	hours	or	five	days,	you	can	make	a	positive	impact	in	your	
community. And if you have more time, consider organizing another service activity, finding local opportunities 
and posting your events at www.CreateTheGood.org.

http://createthegood.org
http://www.createthegood.org/stories
http://www.aarp.org/online-community/groups/index.action?slGroupKey=Group12272&cmp=RDRCT-CTGRPOL_AUG10_010
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aCTion liST for a heaT emerGenCY

When you reach the people on your list, start with these questions:

r How do you feel? (Red flags include dizziness, shortness of breath, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea,   
 confusion, muscle cramps, weakness, headache, fainting, sunburn and extreme fatigue.) Particularly  
 heavy sweating or — even worse — not sweating at all when it is very hot are also signs of illness. 

r Do you have electrical power?

r Are you in an air-conditioned room? If not, can you get into an air-conditioned room quickly
 (e.g., by going to a neighbor’s home or apartment or to a very close mall, library, community center, etc.)?

r Do you have cool, hydrating drinks – water, juice and/or sports drinks?

r Do you have an adequate supply of ice?

r Do you have enough food – and healthy food – at home? If not, what do you need? 

r Is anyone else checking on you? If yes, have they stopped by recently?

r	 What	have	you	been	doing	today?	Answers	that	should	raise	concern	include:	

  a. Exercising outdoors (e.g., even gardening, walking or other 
   light exercise can be very taxing during extreme heat)

  b. Drinking alcohol

  c. “I don’t know.”

r Can I stop by to check on you? (If you feel this is warranted based on answers to the questions above)

When you visit their homes, check on these areas:

r  Can they stay cool indoors? The most efficient way to beat the heat is to stay in a cool area and 
drink plenty of water. If they do not have an air conditioner or evaporative cooling unit, consider going 
to a mall or public library for a few hours. Some cities open cooling centers during heat waves. A cool 
shower or bath is also an effective way to cool off. Open their windows to cooling breezes, particularly 
in the evening. Encourage them to do outdoor activities in the morning or evening hours and to wear  
a wide-brimmed hat to keep the sun off. 
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r Minimize extraneous heat sources: Turn off the stove or other sources of heat. If you don’t need a
 light on, turn it off! All light bulbs generate heat as a byproduct of producing light. Also, use energy-  
 efficient bulbs to lessen the output of heat.

r Minimize movement: Are they avoiding strenuous activities during the hottest part of the day, usually  
 mid to late afternoon? 

r Eat smart: Encourage light, healthy meals. Have them avoid hot foods and heavy meals, if possible. 

r Use a fan but be wary:  Ceiling fans and stand fans can provide comfort, but when the temperature  
 is in the high 90s, fans will not prevent heat-related illness — and might even contribute to heat-related  
 illness or death. 

r Utility concerns: If the person is concerned about high utility bills or faces disconnection of service  
 during a heat wave, they can contact their utility and ask for a payment plan. Local community   
 organizations may also provide energy assistance to help offset high utility bills. 
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WhaT To do if Someone refuSeS helP

•	Gently	explain	the	dangers	of	heat,	emphasizing	that	people	don’t	often	realize	the	heat	is		 	
 overwhelming them.

•	Cite	statistics	on	the	number	of	people	who	fall	ill	from	heat.

•	Assure	them	you	will	not	keep	them	from	their	home	for	long.	If	necessary	agree	to	a	time	when	you		
 will return with them.

•	Offer	to	change	plans	and	take	them	somewhere	they	want	to	go,	versus	a	shopping	mall,	motel	or		
 other generic environment. For example, if someone says they have a friend with air conditioning  
 who has agreed to take them in for a while, first verify this, then either bring them there or arrange  
 reliable, secure transport (like a cab). Do not just put someone on public transport and trust that they  
 will make their way.

•	Allow	them	time	to	gather	personal	items	and	other	things	they	may	want	to	bring.

•	 If	they	absolutely	refuse	to	leave	their	home,	ensure	they	have	plenty	of	cold,	hydrating	beverages	to		
 drink. This includes water, natural juices and sports drinks. It does not include soda, beer and coffee.  
 Cold drinks cool the body much better than do drinks that are room temperature or hot. You may  
 need to set up a cooler with ice and drinks near the couch or in the bedroom to minimize how far 
 the person has to go to get a cold drink.

•	Also	you	should	make	sure	the	person	has	somewhere	comfortable	to	lie	down	with	decent	air		 	
 circulation. You can draw shades to block the sun but still leave them open enough to let air into the  
 room through an open window. 

•	Tell	the	person	when	you	plan	to	check	back	and	reassure	them	that	they	can	call	you	at	any	time 
 for help. If phones are down and they don’t have a cell phone, agree on how you will reach each 
 other — either with a later visit or through a neighbor with a cell phone. 
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heaT WaVe emerGenCY kiT
PREPARE…

1. Print out this page. 
2. Find and collect items on the Item List below. 
3. Place the items and this page in a bag. 
4. Label the bag “HEAT WAVE EMERGENCY KIT.” 
5. Store the bag somewhere easily accessible in an emergency.

COLLECT… 

 Item What for?

 r	 1–2 bottles of water Drinking, cooling down body, wetting clothes, wetting towels, etc.

 r	 1 large towel Dampen with water to cool down body; roll into pillow to elevate feet, etc.

	 r	 3–4 small towels Dampen with water and apply to forehead, armpits, groin, etc., to
   cool down body.

	 r	 Plastic cups For drinking water

	 r	 Drinking straw For sipping water while lying down

	 r	 Cooler Fill with ice as soon as power goes out.

	 r	 Plastic bags Fill with cold water and/or ice; tie a knot to create coolers. 

	 r	 Hand or mini fan Fan body to cool

	 r	 Flashlight In case power goes out, which can happen during heat waves due to high  
   demand on the power grid

	 r	 Batteries Extra set for flashlights and if using a battery-powered fan

REMEMBER:

•	Keep	your	Heat	Wave	Emergency	Kit	with	other	emergency	kits	or	in	a	commonly	designated	area.

•	Cool	and	rehydrate	the	body	frequently.

•	Seek	immediate	medical	attention	if	the	victim	shows	serious	symptoms	such	as	vomiting,	shallowness	of		
 breath, unconsciousness, etc.
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exTreme heaT GloSSarY

ExTREME HEAT  
Temperatures that hover 10 degrees or more above the average high temperature for the region and last for 
several weeks are defined as extreme heat. Humid or muggy conditions, which add to the discomfort of high 
temperatures, occur when a “dome” of high atmospheric pressure traps hazy, damp air near the ground. 
Excessively dry and hot conditions can provoke dust storms and low visibility. Droughts occur when a long 
period passes without substantial rainfall. A heat wave combined with a drought is a very dangerous situation.

HEAT WAVE 
Prolonged period of excessive heat, often combined with excessive humidity.

HEAT InDEx 
A number in degrees Fahrenheit (F) that tells how hot it feels when relative humidity is added to the air 
temperature. Exposure to full sunshine can increase the heat index by 15 degrees.

HEAT CRAMPS 
Muscular pains and spasms due to heavy exertion. Although heat cramps are the least severe, they are often 
the first signal that the body is having trouble with the heat.

HEAT ExHAUSTIOn 
Typically occurs when people exercise heavily or work in a hot, humid place where body fluids are lost 
through heavy sweating. Blood flow to the skin increases, causing blood flow to decrease to the vital organs. 
This results in a form of mild shock. If not treated, the victim’s condition will worsen. Body temperature will 
keep rising, and the victim may suffer heat stroke.

HEAT STROKE 
A life-threatening condition. The victim’s temperature control system, which produces sweating to cool the 
body, stops working. The body temperature can rise so high that brain damage and death may result if the 
body is not cooled quickly.

SUn STROKE 
Another term for heat stroke.

The content of this glossary was provided by Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
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addiTional reSourCeS 
Signs of heat-related illness (from FEMA) 
www.fema.gov/hazard/heat/heat_aid.shtm 

CDC advice on heat stress in the elderly 
www.bt.cdc.gov/disasters/extremeheat/elderlyheat.asp

FAQs on extreme heat (from CDC) 
www.bt.cdc.gov/disasters/extremeheat/faq.asp 

AARP article: Heat waves threaten the elderly 
www.aarp.org/health/conditions-treatments/info-07-2010/heat_wave_threatens_older_americans.html 

CDC information on heat-related deaths in the U.S. 
www.cdc.gov/mmwr/preview/mmwrhtml/mm5529a2.htm 

FEMA Fact Sheets on extreme heat and heat emergencies 
www.fema.gov/hazard/heat/index.shtm


